Merlin Professional
Safety Covers
Make This:
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U.S.Patent No. 6,886,187-100% Shade

The new standard in standard mesh!
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STRENGTH

Featuring industrial-strength material, great for commercial or high-load, high-stress,
high wind applications, Advanced Grade Mesh provides a burst strength nearly double
that of our competitor's standard mesh.
SOLID
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Dura-Mesh II

When it comes to standard mesh covers, Dura-Mesh II has the industry's
best combination of abrasion resistance, tear strength, burst strength and
sunlight shading. It is 68% stronger than other standard mesh and provides
95% shade. We back Dura-Mesh II with a 15-year limited warranty.
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Our exclusive patented mesh lets water through while providing 100% shade
to significantly reduce algae growth and provide unmatched debris filtration.
SmartMesh offers the highest abrasion resistance, tear strength, burst strength,
and sunlight shading around! We back SmartMesh with a 15-year limited warranty.

Extra Light

afety Covers

STRENGTH

The Ultimate Mesh Cover!

Look Like This:

S

Merlin Covers You with
Five Professional Choices

Black

STRENGTH

Extra Strong

Our Safety Solid cover offers security plus a complete barrier to water, dirt,
dust and sunlight. Choice of Automatic pump or mesh drain panel.
Backed by a 10-year limited warranty.
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Solid covers are available up to approx. 2000 square feet.

Kaleidoscapes!

SOLID

COLORS or
STRIPES

All the benefits of our Safety Solid covers, plus a choice of 12 colors.
15-ounce material construction with increased U.V. inhibitors keeps your
cover looking better longer. Backed by a 10-year limited warranty.
Solid covers are available up to approx. 2000 square feet.
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Your Merlin Professional Safety Cover Dealer

SmartMeshTM cover shown.

Phone (609) 807-1000 Fax (609) 807-1001
2904 East State Street Ext., Hamilton, NJ 08619
www.MerlinIndustries.com
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Sec u re your swimming pool with a professional
safety cover to protect your investment
and your loved ones.
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Why Merlin is Your Best Choice

The Merlin name is your assurance of a
professional product - the best value for
your investment to be found anywhere.
Our products are your best choice because
they are better designed to meet your needs ...
better manufactured with better materials to
withstand the elements ... and better supported
over their lifetime. It’s more than a claim; it’s a
mission that inspires everyone in our company
to perform to the highest possible standards.
After all, isn’t your family and investment
worth it?

Strength You Have to
See to Believe!
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3212 pound vehicle accidentally driven onto a 40’ x 80’ Dura-Mesh safety
cover. Can you spot where the driver walked off to safety?

SmartMeshTM: The Ultimate Cover.

Want to get swimming sooner? Our patented
SmartMeshTM cover features a high-tech weave
that allows water to pass through while blocking
sunlight and filtering debris down to 40 microns!
Without sunlight, algae is less likely to grow, so you’ll
open your pool to cleaner water in the spring,
maintain your pool with greater ease, spend less
on chemicals and extend its life. It’s the cutting
edge in cover technology ... the best choice you
can make for your pool!
U.S. Patent No. 6,886,187-100% Shade

Attractive. Protective.

See the back of this brochure to learn about our
entire line of safety covers.

Spring opening of an algae-free pool, covered all winter long by SmartMesh

TM

*

Customized. Uncompromised.

A cover that’s custom-designed for your pool is safer and
provides better protection. A Merlin safety cover is CAD
-designed and custom manufactured to accommodate
steps, angles, objects and unique configurations without
on-site additions that could compromise quality and safety.
* Condition of the pool at opening is based on several factors unique to each pool.
The presence of algae when pool is closed, the chemicals used or not used at closing,
nitrates, phosphates, weather, and time of opening can affect results.

Merlin covers work hard, are stronger and
look better longer. Manufactured completely
with U.S.A.-made materials and components
that exceed industry standards, our covers
feature unsurpassed thread and webbing
strength, brass anchors and powerful stainless
steel tension springs. Each showcases the latest
technology to protect your pool against the
relentless forces of nature, as well as the
unpredictable nature of children and pets.
Other covers simply pale by comparison!
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Fit. Computer-Aided Design and expert craftsmanship
delivers the best fitting covers in the business.
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Special Features. Specially designed step-riser kits
and/or cable systems close up gaps and ensure security
for pools with unique construction features.
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Materials. Specifically formulated, reinforced vinyl or
polypropylene cover sheet is supported by nylon polypropylene straps. The straps are secured to stainless
steel tension springs with a stainless steel buckle.
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Strength. Heavy-duty, triple stitched straps crisscross
the pool surface, stretched tight by tension springs
anchored in the deck. Although lightweight, Merlin
webbing has a break-strength more than three times the
government standard.
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Hardware. Stainless steel tension springs hook over
machined-brass anchors set flush in your deck. Springs
are attached and removed using a special tool to prevent
unauthorized removal.
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X-Tack. Perimeter cross-straps are reinforced by sewing
an “x” pattern stitch to lock the straps together.

Convenient. Ingenious.

Merlin safety covers feature an ingenious strap
and anchor system that allows for easy installation
and removal using a specially designed tool. Even
with its professional protection, our mesh covers
are lightweight, making them easy to install,
remove and store. Others attempt to copy our
innovations; a Merlin cover is the real deal.

With Merlin, you can count on
Strength, Quality, & a Perfect Fit!

